MINERALOGY AND COMPOSITION OF HISTORICAL Cu SLAGS FROM THE RUDAWY JANOWICKIE MOUNTAINS, SOUTHWESTERN POLAND
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**ABSTRACT**

Two types of slags produced during historical smelting of Cu ores occur in the Rudawy Janowickie Mountains, southwestern Poland. The prevailing massive slag has a chemical composition dominated by FeO (up to 51 wt.%), SiO$_2$ (up to 43 wt.%) and Al$_2$O$_3$ (up to 12 wt.%). It consists of silicate glass, olivine and hercynite. The second type, a porous slag, is poorer in FeO (up to 28 wt.%) and richer in SiO$_2$ (up to 70 wt.%). It comprises two types of silicate glass, olivine, ferrosilite and SiO$_2$-group minerals (cristobalite and quartz). The morphology of the olivine crystals, phase assemblages, phase composition and distribution of trace elements in slag phases vary from sample to sample, which is consistent with different cooling rates. Phase diagrams used in this study indicate that most of the slag samples have solidified under conditions of strong disequilibrium caused by rapid cooling. A careful investigation of cooling conditions is essential to predict a susceptibility of slags to weathering and to reconstruct historical smelting conditions. For example, samples with longer cooling times are more resistant to weathering; they should be used to reconstruct the temperature of slag formation. Our mineralogical and chemical study of the Rudawy Janowickie slags and a comparison with other historical slags in Europe indicate that: (i) the temperature of slag formation was ca. 1200°C and overlaps with temperature ranges estimated for other historical slags, (ii) the furnace charge was either self-fluxing or silica was added as a flux, which is not so common for historical Cu slags, but was observed for smelting of Pb and Ag ores in the Czech Republic, (iii) preliminary roasting of furnace charge was efficient, as in other historical Cu-smelters, and (iv) the furnace atmosphere was reducing, also as in other historical smelting processes.
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Deux sortes de scories ont été produites par fusion de minerais de cuivre en temps historiques dans la région des montagnes Rudawy Janowickie, dans le sud-ouest de la Pologne. Les scories massives, prédominantes, ont une composition chimique contenant surtout FeO (jusqu’à 51%, poids), SiO$_2$ (jusqu’à 43%) et Al$_2$O$_3$ (jusqu’à 12%). Elles contiennent surtout un verre silicaté, olivine et hercynite. Moins importantes sont les scories poreuses, plus pauvres en FeO (jusqu’à 28%) et enrichies en SiO$_2$ (jusqu’à 70%). Ces scories contiennent deux sortes de verre silicaté, olivine, ferrosilite et des polymorphes de SiO$_2$ (cristobalite et quartz). La morphologie des cristaux d’olivine, les assemblages de phases, leur composition, et la distribution des éléments traces dans ces phases varient d’un échantillon à l’autre, ce qui concorde avec les taux de refroidissement variables. Les diagrammes de phase que nous avons utilisés indiquent que la plupart des échantillons de scorie ont refroidi sous conditions éloignées de l’équilibre à cause du refroidissement rapide. Une évaluation soignée des conditions de refroidissement est essentielle pour prédire la susceptibilité des scories au lessivage et pour reconstruire les conditions historiques de la fusion. A titre d’exemple, les échantillons ayant refroidi plus lentement sont plus résistants au lessivage. Ce sont les échantillons à utiliser pour reconstruire la température de formation des scories. Notre caractérisation minérallogique et chimique des scories de Rudawy Janowickie et une comparaison avec d’autres scories historiques en Europe indiquent que: (i) la température de leur formation était environ 1200°C et chevauche l’intervalle de températures estimées pour les autres scories historiques, (ii) la charge du four était soit à ganse fusible, soit la silice a été ajoutée comme fondant, ce qui n’est pas très courant pour les scories cuprifères historiques, mais avait été observé pour la fusion de minerais de Pb et de Ag dans la république Tchèque, (iii) le grillage préliminaire de la charge du four était efficace, tout comme dans le cas d’autres fours de fusion cuprifères historiques, et (iv) l’atmosphère du four était plutôt réducteur, aussi comme c’était le cas dans les autres processus de fusion historiques.

(Traduit par la Rédaction)
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INTRODUCTION

Several sites of historical mining and smelting of copper ores were important in Lower Silesia, in southwestern Poland: Miedzianka, Ciechanowice and Janowice Wielkie. Miedzianka was the largest center for mining and smelting of metals such as Cu, As and Ag in Silesia (Dziekoński 1972). Mining and smelting near Miedzianka peaked in the 16th century and produced voluminous slag as a by-product. Slags were deposited in the nearby area of the Rudawy Janowickie Mountains and presently form unconfined heaps covered by forest. Slag particles are also transported by streams and are distributed within soils and streambeds. Such long-term deposition of slags may pose an environmental risk. The extent to which slags interact with the surrounding environment is controlled by their texture and the composition of the primary minerals. This study involves the detailed textural, mineralogical and chemical characterization of the slags. We focus on their primary structure and on the minerals, which may vary widely in historical slags depending on the composition of the charge, conditions of smelting and cooling time (Bachmann 1982, Maldonado & Rehren 2009, Heimann et al. 2010). We show that the slags in the Rudawy Janowickie area are characterized by different cooling rates of the melt, and we describe how these different rates affect slag properties (e.g., phase composition and metal distribution). Such a study provides valuable information about slag waste that can be used as a basis for further environmental research. We also reconstruct some information on historical smelting processes applied during the reworking of Cu ores in Poland. We compare our data with those available for other historical European smelting sites in order to create a database, which may be useful for future environmental studies dealing with the stability of slags.

GEOLOGICAL SETTINGS OF THE STUDY AREA

The Rudawy Janowickie area (RJ) is a mountain range in the Sudetes of southwestern Poland (Fig. 1). The western part of RJ is composed of Variscan granitoids (ca. 300–350 Ma old), and the eastern part is composed of Proterozoic and Paleozoic metasedimentary and meta-igneous rocks: mylonitized gneisses, amphibolites, greenschists, quartzofeldspathic schists, chlorite schists and phyllites (Winchester et al. 1995). The hydrothermal solutions related to the Variscan granitoids permeated into the surrounding metamorphic rocks, forming polymetallic (Cu, As and Ag) mineralization. The ore at RJ forms veinlets along fracture planes within amphibolites, greenschists, chlorite and mica schists. The ore minerals are mainly chalcopyrite with minor bornite and pyrite (Dziekoński 1972).

MINING AND SMELTING HISTORY IN THE RUDAWY JANOWICKIE MOUNTAINS

Activity in the RJ area was dominated by mining activity since medieval times. The exploitation of ores in the area was focused in the vicinity of the towns Janowice Wielkie and Miedzianka (Fig. 1). In the 14th century, Miedzianka was the largest center for mining and smelting of metals such as Cu, As and Ag in Silesia (Dziekoński 1972). Historical sources describe mining activity in Miedzianka as early as in 1310. Since then, exploitation recommenced several times before it ceased entirely in 1925, leaving unattended mining pits and dumps. The ore was exploited mainly in pit shafts and processed in smelters located close to Janowice Wielkie and Miedzianka. The 16th century brought on the greatest prosperity of mining and smelting activities in the area, with ca. 160 pit shafts being active near Miedzianka. Historical sources that date from the 16th century describe also the reprocessing of the older slags covered by newly formed secondary minerals (probably sulfates). The sulfates were an additional source of copper and were obtained by the leaching method, characterized by low costs and relatively easy application (Dziekoński 1972). At the end of the 16th century, the mining activities exhausted the richest metal resources, and the exploitation was in decline until the end of the 17th century. A more favorable period for industrial activities in the RJ area started at the beginning of the 18th century and lasted until the beginning of the 19th century. The ore mined at that time was Cu-rich; the average copper content ranged from 1.2 up to 3.8 wt.% Cu. After that, several periods of increased mining activity occurred in 19th and 20th centuries, but did not yield a significant amount of the ore. For example, in 1905 and 1906, the entire mine run was only 15 tonnes: Dziekoński (1972).

The total metal production in the RJ area has been estimated at around 2000 t of copper, 800 kg of silver and 200 t of arsenic on the basis of historical data and the cubic capacity of slag dumps located in the area (Dziekoński 1972).

SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

Sampling

The slag samples were collected south of Janowice Wielkie, in the vicinity of two streams: the Janówka and the Smelter streams (50°52'26"N, 15°55'12"; Fig. 1). These slags represent by-products of smelting processes applied between the 14th and 16th century, as known from historical sources and reviewed in Dziekoński (1972). At this time, the ore was handpicked, and only the fragments rich in ore minerals were processed,
Fig. 1. Simplified map of the study area indicating sampling locations.
whereas the remaining gangue was discarded. Field observations of the waste-rocks dumps located in the vicinity of Miedzianka (Fig. 1) revealed the presence of secondary phases issued from weathering of the ore. These phases are mostly represented by iron oxyhydroxides (hematite, “limonite”) and copper minerals such as chrysocolla and malachite. However, unweathered fragments of the ore, composed of chalcopyrite, can still be found. Waste materials (including slags and mining wastes) left over after metal processing were abandoned in the area of the Rudawy Janowickie, without any control on their environmental impact. Neither waste rocks nor slags were used in any way (e.g., for road beds).

The original historical distribution of slag dumps was most probably disturbed by downstream transport. At present, the slags occur within three types of environments: (1) at the surface, (2) in soils, and (3) in streambeds of the Janówka and Smelter streams. We collected a set of 25 slag samples from all three environments. The dominant type of slag, labeled massive slag, is black, has an aphanitic, massive texture and occurs in all three environments (Fig. 2a). The second type, labeled porous slag, is highly porous and contains pieces of unmelted quartz gangue (Fig. 2b). It occurs only at the surface and within soils, but is not present within streambeds. The fragments studied are isometric, with a size ranging from a few to dozens of centimeters across, with the exception of slag fragments collected from streambeds, which are pebble-shaped. For the detailed study of chemical and phase composition of historical slags from the RJ, we selected 12 samples (Fig. 3).

We also collected three samples of waste rock from the waste-rock heaps located in the vicinity of Miedzianka (Fig. 1) in order to obtain some information about the nature and composition of the smelting charge.

**Mineralogical analyses**

Phase assemblages were identified using optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray powder diffraction. After petrographic observations, selected polished thin sections were studied using a scanning electron microscope HITACHI S–4700 equipped with an EDX analysis system in the Laboratory of Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy and Microanalysis at the Institute of Geological Sciences of the Jagiellonian University, in Kraków. X-ray powder-diffraction (XRD) patterns for selected samples were obtained from 4° to 90° 2θ, at a rate of 1.2° 2θ min⁻¹ with a Siemens D5005 diffractometer used with CoKα radiation, and housed at the Institute of Geological Sciences, University of Wrocław.

The phase compositions were established with two electron microprobes: a Cameca SX100 at the Štátny geologický ústav Dionýza Štúra in Bratislava, and a Cameca SX50 at the Université de Paris Jussieu – CAMPARIS. Analytical conditions for both instruments were: 15 kV accelerating voltage, 10 nA beam current, and counting time 10 s for all the elements. The following set of standards was used: fayalite (Si, Fe), forsterite (Mg), Al₂O₃ (Al), orthoclase (K), wollastonite (Ca), TiO₂ (Ti), rhodonite (Mn), GaAs (As), CuFeS₂ (Cu) and willemite (Zn). The detection limits of As and Cu were ~500 ppm and that of Zn was ~700 ppm.

**Bulk chemical analyses**

Bulk chemical analyses were performed on pulverized slag samples in the ACME Analytical Laboratory, Vancouver, Canada, using ICP–ES for major elements and ICP–MS for trace elements. Total digestion of the material was carried out by melting the sample with LiBO₂–Li₂B₄O₇ and dissolving the residue in nitric

---

**Fig. 2.** Photographs of representative samples of the RJ slags studied: (a) massive slag, (b) porous slag.
acid. The analytical reproducibility (2σ), as estimated from eight analyses of standard DS7, ranges from 3 (Zn) to 16% (Cu) at 95% confidence limits. Analytical accuracy (2σ), as estimated from measurements of standard DS7, is from 3.5 (Zn) to 9% (As) at 95% confidence limits.

Fig. 3. X-ray powder-diffraction patterns of the RJ slags: (a) phase assemblage 1, (b) phase assemblage 2, (c) phase assemblage 3.
SLAG CHARACTERISTICS

Petrography and phase assemblages

On the basis of mineralogical analyses, we grouped the slags into three subtypes, each characterized by a different phase-assemblage (Fig. 3). Massive slag comprises two subtypes, the first subtype consists of opaque silicate glass and olivine (phase assemblage 1; Fig. 3a), whereas the second subtype is characterized by presence of spinel, olivine and opaque silicate glass (phase assemblage 2; Fig. 3b). Porous slag is classified as the third subtype and comprises pyroxene, olivine, cristobalite, two types of glass (opaque and translucent) and fragments of unmelted quartz gangue (phase assemblage 3; Fig. 3c).

Both types of slags contain numerous inclusions of sulfides (bornite, pyrrhotite) and metallic phases (metallic Cu and Pb), as well as secondary phases resulting from slag weathering (e.g., malachite, brochantite). These phases are environmentally important as they concentrate metals and metalloids in slags. Furthermore, the presence of secondary phases indicates that slag samples are not inert. However, in this paper, we focus on an analysis of volumetrically major components of the RJ slags (silicates, oxides and glass), with special attention given to slag textures and conditions of formation, which determine slag stability during weathering.

Olivine occurs in all subtypes and is characterized by variable habits in different samples. It forms feather-like crystals up to 1 cm long (Fig. 4a), as well as large skeletal laths up to 1 cm long (Fig. 4b) or subhedral to euhedral crystals ranging in size from 10 to 100 μm (Figs. 4c, d). Spinel occurs only in the second phase assemblage and forms small (from 5 to 50 μm) euhedral crystals occurring as inclusions within olivine and as single grains in the glassy matrix (Fig. 4d). Pyroxene occurs only in the third phase assemblage; it forms elongate, skeletal crystals of size ranging from 50 to 500 μm within the glassy matrix. It is also observed as small acicular crystals (up to 50 μm) located at a boundary between partially melted quartz crystals and translucent glass (Figs. 4e, f). The SiO₂ minerals are present as either fractured and partially melted grains ranging from 0.1 to 5 mm in diameter (Figs. 2b, 4e) or small euhedral crystals (up to 50 μm in length). The former represents fragments of unmelted gangue, and the latter formed during crystallization of the slag melt. According to XRD analyses, the SiO₂ mineral corresponds to cristobalite rather than quartz (Fig. 3c). Glass from the first and second assemblages (massive slag) is invariably black under the polarizing microscope (Figs. 4b, c), whereas in the third assemblage (porous slag), two types of glass occur. The first type corresponds to black and opaque glass described in the first two assemblages, whereas the second type of glass is brownish and translucent and is located within the grains of cristobalite and unmelted quartz (Figs. 4e, f).

Chemical composition of slag phases

The chemical composition of identified slag phases is included as supplementary material (Table SM1). Below we give a general characteristic of all phases. Table SM1 is available from the Depository of Unpublished Data on the Mineralogical Association of Canada website [document Rudawy Janowickie slags CM49_1281].

Glass

The chemical composition of glass from each slag assemblage is dominated by SiO₂, Al₂O₃ and FeO. These oxide components occur in various proportions, but invariably constitute ca. 90 wt.%. The aluminum content in glass from phase assemblage 2 reaches up to 28 wt%, whereas it never exceeds 20 wt% of Al₂O₃ in the glass from the two other assemblages. Translucent glass from the porous slag is silica-rich (69–77 wt% SiO₂) and contains smaller amounts of FeO (6–15 wt%) and Al₂O₃ (5–9 wt%) than the black, opaque glass. The Zn content in glass from the first and third assemblages is similar and generally ranges from 2000 to 4000 mg kg⁻¹. Glass from the second assemblage contains lower amounts of Zn than the other glasses, but locally it contains up to 1% Zn (Fig. 5).

Olivine

We analyzed olivine crystals only from the massive slag (phase assemblages 1 and 2). Olivine is the most common crystalline phase in the slags. Its chemical composition is defined by the solid solution forsterite–fayalite (Mg₂SiO₄–Fe₂SiO₄). Olivine from phase assemblage 1 has a higher fayalite content than that from the second assemblage (Fig. 6). Olivine crystals from both assemblages contains considerable amounts of Zn (up to 1 wt%; Fig. 6d), and the Zn content in olivine from phase assemblage 2 is more variable than that in olivine from assemblage 1 (Figs. 6b, d).

Other phases

The chemical composition of pyroxene is close to ferrosilite, Fe₂Si₂O₆ (from 66 to 87 mol.% ferrosilite). Also, the pyroxene contains up to 8340 mg kg⁻¹ Zn. The chemical composition of spinel is close to pure hercynite (FeAl₂O₄). The hercynite contains considerable amounts of Zn (up to 5.2 wt% ZnO).
BULK COMPOSITION OF THE SLAGS

The chemical composition of the massive slag is dominated by FeO (up to 51 wt.%), SiO₂ (up to 43 wt.%) and Al₂O₃ (up to 12 wt.%; Table 1). The porous slag is poorer in FeO (up to 28 wt.%) and richer in SiO₂ (up to 70 wt.%) than the massive slag (Table 1). Minor amounts of MgO (up to 4 wt.%), K₂O (up to 4 wt.%) and CaO (up to 2 wt.%) also occur in both types of slag (Table 1). All slags show elevated concentrations of Cu (up to 1.34 wt.%), Zn (up to 4906 mg kg⁻¹), Pb (up to 268 mg kg⁻¹) and As (up to 131 mg kg⁻¹; Table 1). In general, the porous slag is slightly enriched in these metallic elements compared to the massive slag. The sulfur content in the slags does not exceed 1 wt.% and its content is lower for porous slag than for massive slag (Table 1).

The viscosity index (v.i.) was calculated using the method proposed by Bachmann (1982) and is commonly used for historical slags. This method is based on the ratio of “basic” (CaO, FeO, MgO, MnO, K₂O, Na₂O) to “acidic” (SiO₂, Al₂O₃) oxides. The massive slag yields higher values of the viscosity index, ranging from 0.9 to 1.5, than the porous slag, which has a viscosity index lower than 0.6 (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

Modern and historical slags

Pyrometallurgical slags are by-products of base-metal smelting and steelmaking processes, but they have found a wide spectrum of applications. Slags produced during the last century were used in road construction (Xue et al. 2006), as cement additives (Shi & Qian 2000) or as adsorbents in on-site systems of wastewater treatment (Drizo et al. 2002). Numerous authors presented detailed physicochemical and mineralogical characteristics of these modern anthropogenic materials (e.g., Proctor et al. 2000, Acosta et al. 2001, Waligora et al. 2010) in order to find the best application for the particular material. On the other hand, the pyrometallurgical slags originating from base-metal smelting generally concentrate considerable amounts of metals and metalloids (Ettler et al. 2001, Lottermoser 2002, Puziewicz et al. 2007, Piatak & Seal 2010, Vitkova et al. 2010) and, once in place, they may undergo slow processes (Lottermoser 2002, Lottermoser 2003, Piatak & Seal 2010, Vitkova et al. 2006), as cement additives (Shi & Qian 2000, Xue et al. 2006), to study interactions between historical slags and old mortars and cements, reported to contain slag particles (Bartz & Filar 2010), and (iii) to predict the environmental consequences related to the present storage and present applications of slags. Below, we discuss these features of the RJ slags, which may affect their long-term behavior.

Cooling and crystallization of slags: how far from equilibrium?

Historical slags were generally air-cooled; the cooling rates could vary depending on the amount of the slag deposited. Numerous experiments on rocks showed that differences in cooling regimes affect not only crystal morphology and glass to crystal ratio (e.g., Conte et al. 2006), but may also affect partition coefficients between various phases and glass and, thus, the distribution of elements (Morgan & London 2003, Lofgren et al. 2006, Mollo et al. 2011). For example, Morgan & London (2003) and Lofgren et al. (2006) showed experimentally that partition coefficients for trace elements increase under conditions far from equilibrium. Disequilibrium conditions generally apply to slags, which usually crystallize under conditions of much stronger disequilibrium than rocks. We show that the properties of the RJ slags were also affected by disequilibrium crystallization.

Olivine morphology: The most striking feature of the slags is the morphology of the olivine crystals, which varies from slightly to strongly skeletal to dendritic. This feature was observed in many other slag samples worldwide (Parsons et al. 2001, Manasse & Mellini 2002a, Piatak et al. 2004, Ettler et al. 2009). In general, slags containing fayalite and spinel (phase assemblage II, Fig. 3) are characterized by less strongly skeletal olivine than the slags containing fayalite only (phase assemblage I, Fig. 3). The variable morphology of olivine crystals in slag samples is consistent with different cooling paths for different samples, from almost instant quenching to a period of several hours before complete crystallization (Fig. 4, Ettler et al. 2009).

Phase diagrams and temperature estimates: Disequilibrium conditions during slag crystallization can be well illustrated in phase diagrams. Such diagrams were constructed for ceramic purposes (Osborn & Muan 1960), but are also widely used to estimate temperatures of slag formation (Sáez et al. 2003, Tumiati et al. 2005, Ettler et al. 2009). However, the phase diagrams generally yield temperatures of 1400°C or more, exceeding those expected in metallurgical furnaces (Ettler et al. 2009, Maldonado & Rehren 2009); this is also the case for the RJ slags (Fig. 7a). Two primary factors may affect results obtained from the phase diagrams: (i) the diagrams were constructed for ternary systems, and slags commonly contain additional components such as Cu, Zn, Pb and other elements in amounts exceeding...
Fig. 4. Microphotographs (a, b, c, e) and BSE images (d, f) of RJ slags showing: (a) feather-like olivine crystals from phase assemblage 1, massive slag (crossed polars), (b) skeletal laths of olivine within black opaque glass (phase assemblage 1, massive slag; parallel polars), (c) subhedral to euhedral olivine crystals within black opaque glass (parallel polars), (d) subhedral to euhedral olivine (Ol) and spinel (Spl) crystals (phase assemblage 2, massive slag), (e) SiO$_2$-group minerals and two types of glass: (TrGl) translucent and (OpGl) black opaque glass occurring within phase assemblage 3, porous slag (parallel polars), (f) pyroxene crystals (Px) located between translucent glass (TrGl) and SiO$_2$-group minerals (cristobalite) crystals (phase assemblage 3, porous slag).
10 wt.%; (ii) some of the initial furnace-charge remains unmelted after smelting and, therefore, the composition of the bulk slag does not equal the melt’s composition. None of the factors apply to the RJ slags, as the major components SiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$ and FeO sum up to 90–98 wt.%, and unmelted material was not detected in massive slag. Figure 7 shows that most of the glass compositions plot in the field of stability of quartz, but quartz was not detected in XRD patterns (Fig. 3). The reason for the disequilibrium glass composition is the preferential crystallization of olivine or olivine and spinel and the lack of crystallization of quartz (Fig. 7).

Three different patterns are observed in phase diagrams:

(i) All the massive slags containing fayalite only are characterized by linear trends in plots of SiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$ and FeO and the lines join fayalite, bulk slag and glass composition (Figs. 7b, c), which is consistent with the trends being controlled by the disequilibrium crystallization of fayalite. If this is the case, all the temperatures estimated for glass crystallization are meaningless.

(ii) Massive slags containing olivine and spinel show two types of trends in a single phase diagram, one similar to that described in (i), consistent with disequilibrium crystallization of olivine, and the second one semiparallel to the quartz–mullite cotectic line, consistent with disequilibrium crystallization of spinel and olivine (Fig. 7d). Temperatures of slag crystallization estimated from such trends are again meaningless. On the other hand, a slightly different trend is observed for slag JK0102, which contains fayalite and spinel (Fig. 7e); the glass and slag composition do not plot on a linear trend, but rather some glass compositions seem to plot close to cotectic lines between fayalite, spinel, sekaninaite (iron-dominant analogue of cordierite) and quartz. Such glass compositions suggest that the crystallization of the JK0102 slag occurred close to equilibrium, which is also consistent with the least skeletal shapes of olivine crystals in this sample (Fig. 4d). Temperature estimates for this sample are thus more reliable than for the samples showing strong disequilibrium, and are ca. 1200°C.

(iii) Porous slags also show two trends in the phase diagram (Fig. 7f), the first one controlled by the disequilibrium crystallization of orthopyroxene, the major Fe-rich mineral in porous slags, and the second one observed for silica-rich glass enclosed in cristobalite and pyroxene domains (Fig. 4f). A stability field of orthopyroxene does not exist at 1 atmosphere in the diagram SiO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$–FeO, but it does appears if the orthopyroxene is an Mg–Fe solid solution (Maldonado & Rehren 2009), as is the case in the RJ slags. The glass enclosed in the cristobalite and pyroxene domains (Fig. 4f) seems to be a mixture between: (a) the glass formed at the eutectic point for pure SiO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$ composition (such a glass would have been formed after melting of gangue material, which for RJ slags was quartz veins with small amounts of micas), and (b) the slag glass similar to that in massive slags, but richer in silica. The main implication for porous slags, coming from the glass compositions, is that temperatures recorded in this type of slag must have been higher than those recorded in massive slags, first to dissolve more silica-rich material in the slag glass, second to stabilize cristobalite, and third to melt gangue material along the SiO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$.
TABLE 1. BULK CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE RUDAWY JANOWICKIE SLAGS STUDIED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slag assemblage</th>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>JK0101</th>
<th>JK0102</th>
<th>JK0103</th>
<th>JK0106</th>
<th>JK0111</th>
<th>JK0113</th>
<th>JK0118</th>
<th>JK0122</th>
<th>JK0124</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slag assemblage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Fe mol.%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu mg kg⁻¹</td>
<td>7230</td>
<td>3030</td>
<td>4845</td>
<td>5372</td>
<td>13400</td>
<td>3679</td>
<td>7043</td>
<td>5922</td>
<td>5544</td>
<td>5544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>3419</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>3791</td>
<td>2281</td>
<td>3611</td>
<td>3827</td>
<td>4906</td>
<td>4207</td>
<td>4207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* total Fe expressed as FeO. v.i.: viscosity index, calculated after Bachmann (1982). #Fe indicates 100Fe/(Mg + Fe), expressed in mole percent.

Fig. 6. Histograms showing fayalite and Zn content in (a, b) phase assemblage 1, (c, d) phase assemblage 2 of the RJ slags.
join. The temperature required to stabilize cristobalite is 1470°C in the pure silica system, and the temperature to melt SiO$_2$–Al$_2$O$_3$ material is ca. 1600°C. However, the presence of other fluxing elements as Ca, Na, K could have decreased the temperature by approximately 100–200°C.

The main implication from the phase diagrams presented in Figure 7 is that it is important to identify slags that crystallized close to equilibrium, as only those can give reliable estimates of temperature in phase diagrams.

**Which parameters are affected by disequilibrium crystallization?**

Massive slags in the RJ site include two types of samples: those that crystallized under strong undercooling conditions, and those that record more moderate cooling. The latter are not typical of modern slags, but give us opportunity to study effects of varying degrees of undercooling in slag samples. Generally, slowly cooled slags have the potential to record conditions of changing temperature; phase compositions should thus be more variable than the composition of phases in strongly undercooled slags. Such a difference is observed in the fayalite content in olivine, which varies from low to high values in slowly cooled slags, and show a narrow span of high values for strongly undercooled slags (Fig. 6). Also, for strongly undercooled slags, the Fe/(Fe + Mg) value in bulk slag is similar to the Fe/(Fe + Mg) value in olivine, whereas olivine from slowly cooled slags has a lower Fe/(Fe + Mg) value than that in the bulk slag. Similarity between the Fe/(Fe + Mg) value in the bulk composition and the solid-solution phase is probably induced by almost instantaneous drop of temperature below the solidus. Zinc in olivine from slowly cooled slags is also more variable and has both higher and lower values than the olivine from strongly undercooled slags, even for slags with similar Zn content in bulk composition (Figs. 6b, d). On the other hand, glass in slowly cooled slags is poorer in Zn that the glass in strongly undercooled slags with similar bulk Zn contents (Fig. 5). The lower values in glass in slowly cooled slags are probably caused by crystallization of spinel, which has high Zn contents and can impoverish the melt in Zn.

Conditions of strong disequilibrium may also affect the distribution of elements between phases, as was shown experimentally (Morgan & London 2003, Lofgren et al. 2006). We were able to measure Zn contents in both glass and olivine and to calculate partition coefficients for both slowly cooled and strongly undercooled slags. Figure 8 shows that the calculated partition-coefficients between olivine and melt vary from 0.2 to 8; the range is similar to that reported for basaltic rocks (0.8–3.4: GERM database). In general, Zn is only slightly compatible, and its partition coefficient should not be strongly affected by conditions far from equilibrium (Morgan & London 2003). Figure 8 shows, however, that slowly cooled slags seem to have slightly lower partition-coefficients than strongly undercooled slags, which is consistent with experimental data showing that partition coefficients may increase in disequilibrium conditions (Morgan & London 2003, Lofgren et al. 2006, Mollo et al. 2011).

Summarizing, differences in cooling rate seem to affect the general characteristic of slags such as: 1) mineral assemblages: more phases occur in slowly cooled slags, 2) mineral shapes: skeletal and dendritic morphology develops in strongly undercooled slags, 3) composition of phases: all phases are chemically more variable in slowly cooled slags, e.g., solid-solution phases are zoned, 4) composition of glasses: glass seems to be impoverished in Zn in slowly cooled slags, whereas more phases crystallized and acted as a sink for Zn; such phases, e.g., spinel in massive slags, are usually more stable than glass in surface conditions, which can affect the mobility of heavy metals in the slag heap during its deposition and weathering (Etter et al. 2001, Kierczak et al. 2009), and 5) partition coefficients; partitioning for compatible elements seems to increase in strongly undercooled slags; however, we were able to measure the partition coefficients only for Zn.

**Reconstruction of historical conditions of smelting**

Multidisciplinary studies of historical slags allow us to reconstruct former smelting techniques and to show how metallurgy has evolved through human history. Numerous studies were aimed at an estimation of historical smelting conditions through a mineralogical and geochemical approach. Slags may record information about smelting technologies (e.g., smelting temperature, furnace temperature, smelting efficiency). Also the chemical composition of a slag gives valuable information about starting charge in the furnace (Manasse et al. 2001, Etter et al. 2009). Many historical sites of smelting are located in Europe and dated from the third millennium BC (Sáez et al. 2003) through Roman times (Álvarez-Valero et al. 2009) and the Middle Ages (Chaudhuri & Newesely 1993, Manasse et al. 2001, Manasse & Mellini 2002b, Tumiati et al. 2005, Etter et al. 2009) up to the 19th century (Manasse & Mellini 2002a). Most of these studies describe historical slags from western Europe. Except for two regions located in the Czech Republic (Manasse & Mellini 2002a, Etter et al. 2009), there are no data about historical smelting.
slags from central and eastern Europe. Below, we apply the information gained from chemical and mineral composition of the RJ slags to reconstruct the smelting conditions at RJ and compare them with those of other sites of historical smelting in Europe (Table 2).

Smelting temperature and efficiency of metal extraction

As was shown in the section on Petrography and Phase Assemblages, most of the smelting temperatures for RJ slags obtained from phase diagrams are meaningless. Reliable temperatures of ca. 1200°C are yielded only by phase diagrams for slags crystallizing at close to equilibrium conditions. The smelting temperatures obtained for RJ slags overlap with temperatures estimated for other historical slags (Manasse & Mellini 2002b, Tumiati et al. 2005, Ettler et al. 2009). However, high-temperature phases, such as cristobalite (if it is pure), indicate that temperatures during smelting of RJ Cu ores could locally have exceeded 1300°C, which is not common for historical smelting furnaces. Viscosity indices calculated for RJ slags range from 0.88 to 1.55 for massive slag and from 0.16 to 0.55 for porous slag (Table 1). Lower values of the viscosity index are consistent with less effective separation of metal from silicate melt, and hence lower efficiency of metal extraction for porous slag. This lower efficiency is confirmed by Cu contents observed in RJ slags, as massive slags are generally poorer in Cu (3000–7200 mg kg⁻¹) than porous slags (5900–13400 mg kg⁻¹). In comparison, historical slags from Italy yield higher values of v.i. [0.79–3.74, Manasse et al. (2001), Manasse & Mellini (2002b)], indicating a more effective smelting process, whereas medieval slags from Bohutin, Czech Republic, have lower v.i. (average 1.03, Ettler et al. 2009) and represent less efficient segregation of metals from silicate melt than that recorded in RJ slags.

Smelting furnace atmosphere and roasting efficiency

Historical sources (reviewed in Dziekoński 1972) establish that the smelting process applied in Rudawy Janowickie consisted of: (1) pre-roasting in order to remove sulfur, and (2) melting of the batch charge with the addition of flux (presumably silica) in order to separate molten metal liquid and the silicate melt (slag). A slag may contain phases with variably oxidized iron, which may provide information about furnace atmosphere. Phases (e.g., magnetite) containing ferric iron indicate a large supply of oxygen during smelting, whereas ferrous-iron-rich phases such as olivine, pyroxene and hercynite, observed in RJ slags, indicate more reducing conditions. The furnace conditions recorded in the RJ slags are similar to other historical smelting furnaces, which also had a reducing atmosphere (Table 2). However, the final steps of the smelting process, designed to remove residual iron and sulfur, proceed under oxidizing conditions. This can lead to the formation of a porous slag through a phenomenon known as slag foaming due to an excess of fine magnetite stabilizing sulfur dioxide bubbles. We therefore assume that the conditions during the final steps of smelting were oxidizing, as evidenced by the presence of the porous slag.

The sulfur content of slags gives information about the efficiency of preliminary oxidation of sulfide ore. High contents of residual sulfur were observed in historical slags from Italy (up to 8 wt.%), indicating that the roasting of the furnace charge was inefficient (Manasse & Mellini 2002b). In the RJ slags studied, the sulfur content is similar to values reported for medieval
slags from the Czech Republic (Ettler et al. 2009), and never exceeds 1 wt%. This finding shows that the roasting process, which was applied during first step of smelting of Cu ores in Rudawy Janowickie, was rather efficient compared to other historical sites (Table 2).

Composition of the furnace charge and the type of flux

It was pointed out in numerous studies of slags (Manasse & Mellini 2002a, Sáez et al. 2003, Ettler et al. 2009) that the bulk chemical composition of slags reflects the chemical composition of the furnace charge and indicates the type of flux added during smelting process. However, in the case of the RJ slags, the composition of the analyzed waste-rocks (gangue) seems to better reflect the composition of the smelting-batch charge (Fig. 7a).

The RJ slags are poorer in Ca when compared to other slags studied. This feature can be explained by the composition of the rocks hosting the mineral veins, which are rich in Si and poor in Ca and are represented by various metamorphic schists and gneisses. Also, it indicates that no Ca-rich material was added as a flux to the furnace charge, contrary to many other historical and modern examples (Manasse & Mellini 2002b, Sáez et al. 2003, Kierczak et al. 2009). The addition of silica-rich fluxes was also observed in historical smelting sites, as is evident from the high silica content of slags (Manasse & Mellini 2002a, Ettler et al. 2009). The high silica content of the RJ slags (especially in the porous slag) can be attributed to (i) a gangue rich in quartz and (ii) the addition of the silica-rich material as a flux to the furnace charge. The latter factor may be consistent with the presence of considerable amounts of unmelted SiO₂-rich material in the porous slag. We therefore infer that the furnace charge either was self-fluxing or quartz-rich flux was applied during the smelting of Cu ores at Rudawy Janowickie.

CONCLUSIONS

Historical slags at RJ comprise dominantly massive slag and small amounts of a porous slag. Currently, the slags are distributed in forests at the surface, in soils and in stream sediments. Therefore, it is important to characterize the slags from the environmental point of view, as they may strongly control the mobility of metals in the area. The historical slags are an interesting material also in other respects. For example, the massive slag at RJ is characterized by various rates of cooling, and we examined how those rates affected slag mineralogy and the distribution of elements between different phases. As cooling rate gets slower in the RJ slags, we observe that the morphology of crystals changes from acicular to euhedral, phase assemblages become more complex, the composition of phases becomes more variable, and the partition coefficient decreases, at least for zinc, which is slightly compatible. In the case of the RJ slags, the strongly undercooled slags seem to pose more risk to the environment because they have a higher mineral-to-glass ratio, and glass contain higher amounts of zinc, despite the higher olivine–glass partition coefficient for this element.

Also, collecting data about historical slags allow us to reconstruct smelting conditions such as smelting efficiency, temperature and type of flux applied during the technological process. A database of historical slags at different sites and from different ages may be useful as a reference point for studies of both historical and modern slags, especially those that pose an environmental or construction problem. Historical slags offer the possibility of long-term observations of slag-environment interactions; older slags have been used in historical mortars (Bartz & Filar 2010), which are of interest for their durability and preservation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Smelted ore</th>
<th>Age of slags</th>
<th>Estimated temperature</th>
<th>Efficiency of metal extraction (average v.i.)</th>
<th>Type of flux</th>
<th>Furnace atmosphere</th>
<th>Roasting efficiency (average $S_{\text{slag}}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rudawy Janowickie this study</td>
<td>Cu ores</td>
<td>XIV–XVI century</td>
<td>ca. 1200°C (locally 1300°C)</td>
<td>massive slag: high (1.1) porous slag: low (0.4)</td>
<td>silica or self-fluxing charge</td>
<td>reducing</td>
<td>high (0.6 wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campiglia Marittima Italy (1)</td>
<td>Cu ores</td>
<td>XIIIth century</td>
<td>ca. 1100°C</td>
<td>high (1.6–2.3)</td>
<td>self-fluxing charge</td>
<td>reducing</td>
<td>low (1.6–4.4 wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabezo Juré Spain (2)</td>
<td>Cu ores</td>
<td>3000 yrs. B.C.</td>
<td>ca. 1200°C</td>
<td>low (0.7)</td>
<td>mafic rocks no data</td>
<td>high (0.05–0.9 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Domingos Portugal (3)</td>
<td>Cu ores</td>
<td>Roman times (800 BC–410 AD)</td>
<td>1200–1400°C</td>
<td>high (1.1)</td>
<td>Fe-oxide-rich no data</td>
<td>high (1 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Marcel (4) Italy</td>
<td>Cu-Fe ores</td>
<td>IX–Xth century</td>
<td>1100–1380°C</td>
<td>high (1.8)</td>
<td>Fe-rich rocks reducing</td>
<td>high (0.8 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massa Marittima (three sites) Italy (5)</td>
<td>Marsiliana Cu</td>
<td>XIII–XIVth century</td>
<td>1150–1300°C</td>
<td>high (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>low (3.0 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag, Pb</td>
<td>XIII–XIVth century</td>
<td>1150–1250°C</td>
<td>high (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>low (2.2 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag, Pb</td>
<td>XI–XIIth century</td>
<td>1200–1250°C</td>
<td>high (3.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>low (3.3 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohutín Czech Republic (6)</td>
<td>Pb, Ag ores</td>
<td>XIVth century</td>
<td>800–1200°C</td>
<td>low (0.6)</td>
<td>silica no data</td>
<td>high (0.3 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutná Hora Czech Republic (7)</td>
<td>Ag ores</td>
<td>XVI–XVIIIth century</td>
<td>1150–1300°C</td>
<td>high (1.2)</td>
<td>silica no data</td>
<td>low (4.0 wt%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartz Mountains Germany (8)</td>
<td>Pb ores</td>
<td>XIIIth century</td>
<td>1150–1400°C</td>
<td>low (0.8)*</td>
<td>Ba-rich reducing</td>
<td>low (2.4 wt%)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Based on the assumption that silicate melts are sufficiently fluid where v.i. exceeds 1 (Bachmann 1982). A high efficiency of metal extraction corresponds to v.i. greater than 1, whereas a low efficiency of metal extraction corresponds to v.i. less than 1.

2 A low roasting-efficiency corresponds to $S_{\text{slag}}$ greater than 1 wt%, whereas a high roasting-efficiency corresponds to $S_{\text{slag}}$ lower than 1 wt% in slags.

3 Only slags from Sieber and Lauenthal were used for v.i. and average $S_{\text{slag}}$ calculations because the bulk composition of the slag from Langelsheim corresponds rather to a matte than to a silicate slag.


**TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT EUROPEAN HISTORICAL SMELTING SITES AND SMELTING CONDITIONS OBTAINED BY MINERALOGICAL AND PETROLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE SLAGS**
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